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2020-2030

Digital, Cultural & Experiential

GAME CHANGING!

The Future 
of Work 
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Organizational Purpose
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Digital Transformation Remote, Hybrid Work

Employee Experience Up-skilling & Re-skilling The Metaverse

Social impact: employees, customers 
planet, partners and communities

Technology & artificial intelligence equals 
reimagination of business models, strategies, 

jobs, processes products, services

Remote-first culture, collaborative tools,  
workflows, processes and tools

Purpose driven work, safety, DIEB, 
fairness, development, growth, work 

harmony, mentoring, thriving(Microsoft)

Continuous learning adding skills, reinventing 
with skills, future

Talent Acquisition: job fairs, interviews, 
assessments, learning, remote 

experiences onboarding, (Accenture)



The Future of Work  - The Metaverse
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVEALvpoiMQ



Opportunities

Students, Employers & Partners
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75%

Millennials & Gen Z will dominate the workplace by 2025

By 2030, 80% of workers will be Millennials, Gen Z & Alphas
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Hybrid Skills

Embed &Connect Across Disciplines

Marketing Student 

complex-problem solving + 
analytical thinking and innovation + 
reasoning + creativity and ideation 

+ technology + analytics +EQ  
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➢ The future is full of new and reimagined possibilities            
to experience them you must lean into the future!

➢ VUCA environment: colleges must create, communicate and 
deliver an enviable level of value for students and employers  

➢ Win on experience for students:  they want the same 
experiences as employees in an educational context

➢ Reimagine curriculum: prepare students for the workplace of 
the future in the physical, remote and virtual worlds of work

➢ Mind the intersections – engagement, productivity, 
development and retention at the institution level and 
connect to student experience

➢ Jump into and solve for the gaps that emerge as they 
employers move through digital, cultural, employee and 
customer experience transformation

➢ You cannot solve for the whole student, employer or partner 
if you do not “see” their potential and match your strategies 
to the opportunities that are embedded in the future of work



Don’t Let The Future of Work 
Be Your Force Majeure

Thrive in the Future of Work 
The Future is Waiting for You!
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DrTerri@DrTerriHorton.com

www.DrTerriHorton.com

LinkedIn Profile

mailto:DrTerri@DrTerriHorton.com
http://www.drterrihorton.com/
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Dr. Terri Horton MBA, MA SHRM-CP, PHR, HCS, SWP
Workforce Futurist

Future of Work Expert | Consultant | Executive Coach | Corporate Trainer | International Speaker | Author | Lecturer

Dr. Terri Horton is a future of work expert. Her expertise sits at the intersection of the future of work,
artificial intelligence, and the impact on business and people strategies. She is a consultant, corporate
trainer, executive coach, international speaker, and author that delivers high-impact and future-focused
strategies and solutions for organizations. She has provided insights for the Pew Research Center, Forbes,
the Obama Foundation Scholars Program and worked with the Austin Community College District to
provide future of work and higher education insights and delivered a keynote to more than 2,000 staff and
faculty members. Dr. Horton is a subject-matter expert with two global research consultancies, was
included in the Onalytica 2022 Who’s Who in the Future of Work report and ranked by Thinkers360 as a
Top 25 thought-leader on the future of work and the metaverse.

She is the author of the 2021 book, Force Majeure: A Futurist’s Guide to Boldly Thriving on Your Terms in 
the Future of Work. Dr. Horton holds a doctorate in education focused on organizational change and 
leadership from the University of Southern California, a MA in management, MBA, micro-credentials in AI 
business strategy from MIT, and data analytics from Cornell University. She is a Workhuman® Certified 
Professional, EQ-i 2.0/EQ360 certified to assess, coach, and train leaders on emotional intelligence and 
holds several human resource industry credentials. Dr. Horton’s prior experience includes marketing and 
advertising leadership and executive roles with global media organizations and administrative roles in 
higher education. Dr. Horton is an instructor at CSULA, UCLA and UC Berkeley Extension, Cornell 
University and LinkedIn Learning.
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